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In successfully implementing and utilizing our intranet, 

we’ve transformed the way we connect and collaborate 

internally. The Hub has become the beating heart of our 

organizational communication, fostering transparency, 

efficiency, and a sense of unity among our team. It’s not 

just a platform; it’s a channel for sharing ideas, breaking 

down silos, and propelling our collective success forward.
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The Challenge

HRIS differences: Each segment had 
its own HR system, complicating data 
management.

Technology disparities: Different segments 
using various technology platforms, 
leading to disjointed experiences.

Segmentation and branding: Managing 
distinct identities and branding across 10 
corporate segments.

Sammons Enterprises is a large 
organization with over 6,000 employees 
divided into 10 segments. Each segment 
has its own distinct company identity 
and branding. There are technology 
challenges, including various platforms 
used by different segments, disjointed HR 
systems, and limited analytics capabilities. 
The organization also sought to shift 
toward an “ownership culture” to improve 
communication and transparency.

Communicating to employees within a large 
enterprise composed of distinct businesses 
can be challenging, but the outdated 
intranet made it almost impossible.

And with 10 distinct segments under the 
Sammons Enterprises umbrella, they needed 
to maintain one brand identity, while making 
it easy for employees in different segments to 
access enterprise content. 

But the intranet was hard to access and 
navigate, which discouraged employees 
from using it — severing a vital link to the 
enterprise.  Other challenges included 
employees in different segments using 
various tech platforms, disjointed HR systems, 
and limited analytics capabilities. 

These challenges hindered progress toward 
Sammons’ goal of an ownership culture — one 

in which every employee is empowered with 
the information they need to be an owner 
in their role. The organization was unable 
to provide employees with easy access to 
the information they needed to succeed. 
This limited access to vital enterprise-
level information created silos,  with many 
employees not even truly understanding they 
were part of a larger organization. 

Sammons needed to break these silos and 
unite all employees within the enterprise 
— providing them with easy access to one 
source of truth for important enterprise-wide 
information to support stronger  
decision-making.   

Navigating challenges in 
the corporate landscape
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Define the team 
and mission

The Solution

Drive employee engagement with 
capabilities including robust search 
and mobile app.

Provide a centralized space for all 
business units to access easily; one 
source of enterprise truth.

Support culture shift by empowering 
employees with information needed to 
perform role-specific duties. 

Sammons wanted to ensure each business 
unit had a voice in the solutioning process 
from start to finish. They broke the process 
into three phases: Solution Seeking, 
Implementation and Post-Implementation.

For ‘Solution Seeking, they brought together 
a strategic group of partners to ensure that 
conceptually they were considering all angles. 
This group included key executive leaders, 
executive sponsors and strategic decision 
makers in Technical, Content Management, 
Internal Communications and Human 
Resources teams. 

This group was consulted regarding their 
unique needs, configurations and “wish lists”. 
They considered several solutions over many 
months before taking their recommendation, 
Simpplr, to the high-level group. They then 
participated in an all-day session with 

Simpplr to preview the system and get 
answers to  platform-specific questions. Now 
completely aligned with the modern intranet 
recommendation, the process moved into the 
Implementation phase. 

Sammons identified a Steering Committee 
from their small group of segment managers 
and admins. This group weighed in on 
the rules of engagement for the platform, 
especially with regard to platform-wide vs. 
segment-specific system settings. They also 
brought in the “doers” in two different tracks: 
Content and Technical. 

Finally, Sammons identified employees who 
would help maintain and grow the intranet 
after launch — including both content 
creators and champions the organization 
could rely on to educate and excite employees 
about the new platform. 

The Steering Committee came together 
prior to implementation kickoff to create the 
mission statement for their new intranet, “The 
Hub,” drawing from shared themes among the 
various business units.

“The Hub is dedicated to promoting employee 
engagement, success and ownership through 
open communication and collaboration 
across the enterprise. The Hub will serve as 
the ‘one source of truth’ for each business unit 
within the organization, empowering each 
person with the information needed to be an 
owner in their role.”
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Execute  
the solution

The Results

Sammons successfully launched The 
Hub with an email campaign announcing 
the new platform and an Executive 
Committee video (launched on Founders 
Day) about how The Hub will shepherd the 
organization into the future. 

To make the launch more interactive, the 
team created a scavenger hunt to get 
employees engaged on the platform. This 
fun activity encouraged users to navigate 
core features and content. Once they 
completed all the steps, they were deemed  
“Hub Certified” and entered into a prize 
drawing. 

To maximize reach to the organization’s 
hybrid workforce, the internal team also 
created a suite of materials outside of the 
platform — including flyers, digital screens, 
talking points for leaders and a QR code to 
download the Hub app. 

Within three months of deploying the new 
intranet, Sammons has reached all 11 of their 
business segments with over 80% adoption 
across the organization. They have launched 
102 sites and received more than 60,000 
views on their 550+ pieces of content. 
Sammons plans to further expand to the UK 
and Mexico in 2024.

Sammons let Simpplr do a lot of 
the heavy lifting. For example, they 
leveraged AI-driven personalization and 
recommendations to curate personalized 
employee communications. In addition, 
they’ve leveraged the Employee Newsletter 
to easily curate personalized content, target 
employees, send on-brand newsletters 
across multi-channels, and analyze 
performance.

The newsletter keeps fresh content top-of-
mind for employees across the world. 

Key takeaways from Sammons’ successful 
intranet implementation include: 

• Pinpoint your roadblocks

• Identify your team

• Define your mission

• Create and execute the strategy

• Launch with impact 

Over 80% adoption with over 60,000+ 
total content views.

Created numerous sites with over 
580 content items within 3 months 
of launch.

Created 11 segments connecting 
employees across the enterprise with 
relevant and important news.
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About Simpplr

Simpplr is the modern intranet that transforms the work experience for all employees — wherever and 

however they work. Simpplr is the only platform that unifies employee engagement, enablement and 

services, leveraging state-of-the-art AI models to deliver a seamless, cohesive and personalized employee 

experience. 

Trusted by over 1000 global brands, including Moderna, Snowflake, Splunk, Penske, Eurostar and AAA, 

Simpplr customers achieve significant improvement in their employees’ productivity, retention and overall 

satisfaction. Headquartered in Silicon Valley, CA, Simpplr is backed by Norwest Venture Partners, Sapphire 

Ventures, Salesforce Ventures, Tola Capital and Still Venture Capital.  

Learn more at simpplr.com.

+1.877.750.8330simpplr.com

About Sammons Enterprises, Inc.
Sammons Enterprises, Inc. (SEI) is a diverse holding company comprised of financial services, 
industrial equipment and services, real estate investments, and infrastructure businesses 
operating in five countries. Headquartered in Dallas, Texas, Sammons Enterprises is one of 
the largest privately-held companies in the United States, SEI’s service company, Sammons 
Corporation, is located in Dallas, Texas.

https://www.simpplr.com/
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